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Natalie
Early Intervention Family Workers offer you an
opportunity to ask for information, advice and
support on anything affecting your family life
in a relaxed and confidential environment.
(During the coronavirus pandemic we are still
offering support, however this is currently on a
virtual basis)

Activity Idea
How to Make a Calming Lavender Sock Bunny with
your child.
Step 1 –Start by adding some lavender to your
sock. Step 2 – We then added the rice. You’ll be
adding a ribbon around the sock later to create the
bunny’s neck, so you’ll need a little wiggle room.
Step 3 – When you are happy, gather the sock up
and tie and elastic band around the top to secure
it. Make sure you leave enough sock at the top to
cut in some bunny ear shapes. Step 4 –Now it’s
time to tie a ribbon around your bunny’s neck,
draw on a face and add any extras.
Children can pop them on theirs laps and gain the
benefits of feeling the pressure from the weight.
Children can also use their sense of touch and feel
the texture of the rice inside the bunny and use
their sense of smell to enjoy the scent of the
Lavender.

Parenting Top Tip

1.Children need a minimum 8 touches
during a day to feel connected to a parent.
It could be as simple as, straightening of a
collar, a pat on a shoulder or a simple hug.
2.Each day, children need one meaningful
eye-to-eye conversation with a parent.
Children of all ages need us to slow down
and look them in the eyes.
3.There are 9minutes during the day that
have the greatest impact on a child:
-The first 3 minutes right after they wake up.
-The 3 minutes after they come home from
school.
-the last 3 minutes of the day before they go
to bed.
WE NEED TO MAKE THOSE MOMENTS
SPECIAL AND HELP OUR CHILDREN FEEL
LOVED.

Another Resource
Lots of useful activities around relaxation
and mindfulness for children you can find in
website

https://calmahoykids.co.uk/

Does your child have, or potentially have, an additional need or disability? Pinpoint (www.pinpointcambs.org.uk) have lots of information, advice and tips. For Cambridgeshire’s Local Offer go to
www.cambridgeshire.gov.uk/residents/children-and-families/local-offer

Contact me directly on  Mobile: 07824551901
Office: 01354 750419 or
natalie.ulugun@cambridgeshire.gov.uk

